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ABSTRACT 

 

Radiotherapy is still a treatment of choice for many malignancies, often in combination with 

other strategies. However, its efficacy is limited by the dose that can be safely administered 

without eliciting serious side effects, as well as the fact that recurrence is common, 

particularly in large tumours. Combining radiotherapy with drugs that could sensitize cells to 

radiation and/or reduce the factors that promote the recovery of the surviving cancer cells is a 

promising approach. Ionizing radiation has been shown to induce senescence, and the 

accumulation of senescent cells creates a microenvironment that facilitates neoplastic growth. 

This provides a rationale to test the addition of anti-senescent drugs, some of them already 

available in the clinic, to radiotherapy protocols. Here, we discuss the relevance of 

radiotherapy-induced senescent cell accumulation and the potential interventions to minimize 

its negative effects. 
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Introduction 

Cancer has become the leading cause of death and the most important factor in 

lowering life expectancy in developed countries [1]. This is due to several factors, including 

an increasingly ageing population [2] and a reduction in the mortality caused by 

cardiovascular diseases and strokes [3]. In 2018, ~18.1 million new cases were diagnosed 

worldwide, and ~9.6 million deaths were caused by cancer [1]. Over half of all cancer 

patients will receive radiation, either alone or in combination with surgery or chemotherapy, 

in 40-60% of cases being given with curative intent as part or all of the treatment plan [4]. 

There have been constant improvements in radiotherapy practices and equipment, such as the 

change from external-beam radiotherapy (EBRT) to stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) 

[5-7], which allows a much higher dose to be delivered to the tumour and therefore lead to an 

increase in survival for patients treated in this way [8-10]. For some cancers, overall survival 

(OS) rates of patients treated with radiotherapy or chemo-radiotherapy are becoming 

comparable to those after surgical resection, with lower costs involved. For non-small cell 

lung cancer (NSCLC), for example, 2 year survival for stage I cancers treated with 

radiotherapy is over 70% [8, 11] and for liver, the median OS at 18 months is around 60% 

[12], similar to the percentages obtained by surgery. Recurrence of disease is, however 

common, with nearly half of stage I NSCLC patients developing locoregional recurrence and 

around 20% presenting with distant metastases 2 years after treatment with SBRT [13, 14]. 

Interestingly, recurrence rates are higher in patients treated with SBRT than those whose 

tumours were surgically resected at the same stage [15]. One potential reason for the high 

recurrence of some cancers after radiotherapy could be the increase in senescent cells that can 

occur after treatment [16]. 

 

The mechanisms of cellular senescence 
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Senescence is a cell autonomous state of permanent growth arrest, one of the main 

purposes of which is to prevent the proliferation of damaged cells [17]. Senescence can be 

triggered by several non-lethal stress signals and the type of damaging event is often used to 

name the different forms of the phenotype [18, 19]. Senescence-inducing damages include 

shortening of telomeres, which causes replicative senescence (RS) [20], activation of 

oncogenes, which leads to oncogene-induced senescence (OIS) [21, 22] and chemo- or 

radiotherapy treatment, which can lead to the induction of therapy-induced senescence (TIS) 

[23]. All types of non-replicative senescence are usually grouped under the name stress-

induced premature senescence (SIPS) [24]. Regardless of the inducing stimulus, senescent 

cells share common activation and maintenance mechanisms, which are mostly related to the 

RB and p53 pathways (Figure 1) [25, 26]. 

Both the p53 protein levels and the activity of the pathway are increased when cells 

enter senescence. This can be due to the fact that, in response to senescence inducing signals, 

activity of TBX2, a transcription factor which represses the p14ARF promoter, is decreased 

[27]. This leads to a rise in expression of p14ARF, which sequesters the MDM2 E3 ubiquitin 

ligase, responsible for facilitating the proteasomal degradation of p53 [28]. In addition to this 

mechanism, senescence-inducing signals can increase the expression of promyelocytic 

leukemia protein (PML), which interacts with the acetyltransferases CBP and p300, forming 

the PML-acetyltransferase complex [29-31]. This complex is able to acetylate p53, thereby 

stimulating its activity. In response to both these activation mechanisms, p53 is able to induce 

the transcription of several genes, which can either cause or facilitate senescence [29] with 

the help of other signals, such as reactive oxygen species [32]. These include the CDK 

inhibitor p21 [33] and upstream kinase BTK, which reinforces the stability of p53 and 

enhances its senescence-related functions [34-36].  
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In senescent cells, the RB protein exists in its hypophosphorylated active form, which 

causes growth inhibition of the cell. Senescence-inducing signals are also able to reduce the 

activity of BMI-1, a protein that regulates chromatin structure and can silence the promoter of 

p16INK4A [37]. This reduction in activity leads to an upregulation of p16 [38]. Another 

mechanism for p16 activation in senescence is the increase in activity of E-26 transformation-

specific (ETS). ETS is a transcription factor that is able to induce p16 [39]. In both these 

cases, the transcription of p16 leads to the inhibition of the CDKs that phosphorylate RB. 

This allows cell cycle arrest to be maintained for prolonged periods of time [28].  

The p53 and pRB pathways interact at many different levels during the activation and 

maintenance of senescence. For example, when p21 is induced in response to p53 it can block 

the CDKs that usually inactivate RB [40, 41], as well as trigger an increase in oxidative stress 

that reinforces the arrest [42]. Similarly, RB can bind MDM2, thus preventing the 

degradation of p53 [28]. When either of these pathways is inactivated, senescence can be 

delayed or abrogated [30]. 

 

Main features of senescent cells 

Senescent cells can be distinguished from normal or quiescent cells by a series of 

molecular markers and phenotypic changes [32, 43, 44]. These include a change in 

morphology, resulting in cells becoming enlarged and flattened with prominent single 

nucleoli and cytoplasmic granules; a change in chromatin organisation, resulting in the 

formation of senescence-associated heterochromatin foci (SAHFs, domains of nuclear DNA 

enriched for histone modifications that play a role in silencing proliferation genes); high 

lysosomal content; and changes in gene expression [45]. The induction of specific genes 

gives the cells the ability to secrete a number of factors, including proinflammatory 

cytokines, chemokines, growth factors and proteases, which are collectively known as the 
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senescence associated secretory phenotype (SASP) [46]. The SASP has different autocrine 

and paracrine functions, allowing the senescent cells to remain in communication with their 

microenvironment.  

DNA segments with chromatin alterations reinforcing senescence (DNA-SCARS, 

permanent foci of DNA damage and the associated proteins) are signs of the perpetuation of 

the DNA damage responses necessary to maintain growth arrest and are considered a feature 

of senescence as well [47]. Senescence associated ß-galactosidase activity (SA-ß-Gal) is 

often used to asses senescence, since the lysosomal ß-Gal enzyme’s activity is higher in 

senescent cells than in proliferating cells due to an increase in lysosomal mass [48, 49]. 

Proteins involved in the senescence-associated growth arrest can also be used as markers, 

such as tumour suppressor genes that control functions related to the cell cycle (p16, p53, 

p21, p27Kip1) [50]. A specific set of proteins, that associate with the plasma membrane, 

known as the senescent surfaceome, also contribute to defining senescent cells. These include 

ARMCX3, B2MG, PLD3, NTAL, LANCL1, VPS26A and DEP1, which can be used as 

selective markers for senescence enabling ease of detection of the phenotype [44, 51], as well 

as DPP4 [52] and SCAMP4 [53]. 

 

Tumour suppressing properties of senescence 

The induction of senescence is crucial in avoiding cancer, as OIS is a powerful 

tumour suppressing mechanism that can prevent pre-neoplastic cells from progressing 

through the multi-step carcinogenesis process [25]. Bypassing senescence allows cells with 

potentially cancerous mutations to continue proliferating [54]. TIS can initially be beneficial 

to therapy, as cancerous cells that have not received a fatal dose of the treatment may go into 

senescence, thus preventing further proliferation [55-58]. The role of senescence in cancer 

therapy has recently become more prominent as it has become clear that for several cancer 
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types, such as lung and glioblastoma, senescence is preferentially induced over apoptosis 

after treatment with chemo- or radiotherapy [59-61]. In addition to this, some elements of the 

SASP can be beneficial to the slowing down or the prevention of tumour growth. The SASP 

of a senescent cell may contain anti-angiogenic elements such as maspin, which prevent the 

formation of new vasculature needed by the tumour to grow [62]. Interleukins can also help 

to reinforce senescence in damaged cells [50].  

 

The negative impact of TIS 

If senescent cells are not properly cleared by the immune system, their accumulation 

can have a detrimental effect on patient outcome. This is in part due to the antagonistic 

pleiotropy that elements of the SASP possess [63-65]. For instance, the same interleukins 

which are initially beneficial for tissue recovery, can begin to promote cancer through ras 

signalling and also play a significant role in promoting epithelial mesenchymal transition 

[66]. The SASP contains many pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines that, although 

initially aid in the recruitment of immune cells, can create a pro-inflammatory 

microenvironment that leads to tissue remodelling and regrowth of transformed cells [66-68]. 

In addition to this, VEGF in the SASP, can lead to the formation of new vasculature, thus 

promoting growth of the tumour [69]. Because of this, any neoplastic cells that survived 

therapy may be able to become cancerous in the microenvironment created by the SASP, and 

rapid recurrence of the tumour, with potentially more aggressive properties, may occur. There 

is evidence that suggests that up to around 10% of cells that display the characteristics of 

senescence are eventually able to evade TIS and re-enter the cell cycle by overexpressing the 

cyclin-dependent kinase Cdc2/Cdk1, thus contributing to the recurrence of the tumour [70, 

71].   
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Ionising radiation can also induce senescence in healthy endothelial tissue 

surrounding the tumour. This in itself can be detrimental for the patient, especially in the long 

term, as a build-up of senescent cells can lead to additional health problems, such as fibrosis 

[72] and cardiovascular disease [73, 74]. 

Finally, senescent cells also directly promote malignant phenotypes in neighbouring 

cells via the paracrine signalling of the SASP [65]. It is known that as the ratio of senescent 

cells to functional immune cells increases the role of senescent cells becomes more tumour-

promoting, rather than tumour-suppressive [75]. Thus, while senescence can initially be 

beneficial both in suppressing the formation of tumours and in ensuring a successful 

treatment, accumulation of senescent cells can interfere with the therapy and encourage 

tumour regrowth. 

 

Targeting senescence to improve therapy outcomes 

The induction of senescent cells in normal tissue surrounding the tumour after 

radiotherapy has been found to have an impact on the overall survival and quality of life of 

the patient [72-74].  Since the build-up of senescent cells may pose a problem for 

radiotherapy treatments, efficient elimination of these cells could greatly improve outcomes. 

Thus, the use of drugs to eliminate senescent cells or prevent their accumulation could be an 

effective adjuvant strategy for radiotherapy. Consistent with this, the clearance of p16-

positive cells has been shown to improve healthspan and delay tumorigenesis, in healthy 

animals [76]. Moreover, the treatment of irradiated cells with Cdc2 inhibitors was shown to 

prevent this evasion of senescence from occurring [71].  

The use of senolytics, small molecules that are able to selectively induce apoptosis of 

senescent cells by inhibiting the cells’ activation of anti-apoptotic and pro-survival 

mechanisms [77, 78], could also increase the efficiency of radiotherapy. There is growing 
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evidence to suggest that the use of senolytics in addition to more traditional cancer treatments 

may improve outcomes by reducing recurrence and increasing quality of life through the 

prevention of the side effects commonly associated with the build-up of senescent cells. The 

administration of senolytic agent ABT-263 to mice that had undergone chemotherapeutic 

treatment and in which TIS had been induced has been shown to allow for efficient clearance 

of senescent cells, which reduces the recurrence and metastasis of the tumour [79, 80]. ABT-

263 has also been shown in mice to reverse pulmonary fibrosis, a common complication in 

thoracic cancer treated by radiation, in which senescent cells play an important role [81]. 

Panobinostat, a histone-deacetylase inhibitor (HDACi), can also act as a senolytic, as 

senescence is associated with histone deacetylation. Although HDACis alone have been 

shown to lead to poor clinical outcomes, in combination with more traditional cytotoxic drugs 

they have a potent anti-tumour efficacy in NSCLC and Head and Neck Squamous Cell 

Carcinoma [82]. Additionally, two new senolytics, the antibiotics Roxithromycin and 

Azithromycin, have been able to mitigate some of the damaging side effects of radiation, 

such as inflammation, fibrosis and hair loss. [84]. It remains to be seen whether these effects 

are mediated by a reduction in senescent cells. All these data together suggest that the 

protection of the cancer-surrounding normal tissue from TIS may drastically reduce the 

occurrence of radiation-associated complications and improve outcomes for the patient. 

 

Conclusions 

There is a need to find cancer treatments that are more specific and have less side 

effects. Targeted therapies tend to elicit short-lived responses that often lead to recurrence. 

Thus, classic chemo and radiotherapy are still relevant therapeutic options and combination 

therapies, which may include any of the above, are becoming more prevalent. The addition of 

a targeted therapy that increases the therapeutic ratio may allow clinicians to reduce the dose 
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of chemo or radiotherapy, thus minimizing the impact on healthy cells. Part of this strategy 

may be to attack factors that influence neoplastic growth, even if they are not drivers of 

transformation. In this sense, controlling the tumour microenvironment may increase the 

effects of drugs or radiation and reduce the chances of relapse. 

Senescent cells have been receiving increased attention lately due to the fact that they 

are potentially involved in many pathologies, including cancer [85]. Although senescence is 

an important tumour suppressor mechanism, when senescent cells accumulate negative pro-

tumorigenic effects can occur. Thus, clearing them from tumours and surrounding healthy 

tissues may be a successful and beneficial adjuvant strategy in those cancers treatable with 

radiotherapy (Figure 2). This is especially important when considering that radiation often 

triggers senescence in normal and cancer cells. The fact that many senolytics (such as 

Panobinostat, Roxithromycin and Azithromycin) are already approved for treatment of other 

diseases could accelerate clinical trials, since they could easily be repurposed for use with 

radiation [82, 84]. Taking advantage of senolytics and other anti-senescent strategies in 

combination therapies could improve the overall outcome post-treatment and the survival of 

patients by reducing the chance of recurrence. This should be the subject of rigorous 

translational investigations, perhaps starting with Phase 1 studies amongst patients 

undergoing palliative treatments, such as that given when bone metastasis are present. 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1.  Summary of the main pathways involved in senescence. Senescence is induced 

in response to different damage signals that activate the cellular responses to stress. Different 

effectors in the p53 and RB pathways trigger the phenotype and block inhibitory proteins (in 

red). The induction of senescence is reinforced by biochemical mechanisms, such as the 

increase in reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the autocrine effects of SASP. 
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Figure 2. The potential benefits of senolytics as adjuvants in radiotherapy. Senescence 

can occur spontaneously in both normal and cancer cells (A). However, radiotherapy 

increases the presence of senescent cells in the tumour and the surrounding tissue, leading to 

the establishment of a microenvironment that facilitates the growth of any surviving cancer 

cells and, eventually, the relapse of the tumour (B). This is mostly mediated by the SASP, 

which can also induce senescence on its own. The addition of senolytics as adjuvants in 

radiotherapy would eliminate senescent cells and could thus prevent the negative effects of 

the SASP, keeping any cancer cells that survived the treatment in a non-permissive 

environment (C). This would result in an improved management of the tumour. 


